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THE TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE. 

ESTABLISHIlJD lS45. 

Th� solar eclipse of the 17th of May was successfully ob
served by English, French, aud Italian parties at Soham, a 
village in Lower Egypt, on the Nile. The duration of totality 
at that point was only seventy-two seconds, but the observMUNN & CO., Editors and Proprietors. ers did prompt and efficient work in this short space of time. 
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photographed, and the picture of the daringilltruder in solar 
domains will form a study of attractive interest. 

The second item coming from the eclipse observers is more 
astounding than the first, for the darkening of the lines of 
the spectrum, as seen by the French astronomers, gives indi
cation of a lunar atmosphere. If this observation is sub
stantiated there will be a revolution in existing ideas concern
ing lunar physics. Our nearest celestial neigh bor, the moon, 
at least the side turned toward the earth, has for a long time 
been considered the abode of desolation, her purpose in the 
material economy accomplished, a dead world, a symbol of 
the fate in reserve for the earth in the slow revolution of 
ages. Years ago an observer detecte� a rosy cloud floating 
over the lunar crater Linmeus, but the phenomenon was 
looked upon by more staid astronomers as a flight of fancy. 
A few years ago an observer in one of the Western States 
detected a change of form and an appearance of volcanic 
action around one of the moon craters, but the scientific 
world in general considered it an optical illusion. It may 
be that these observers were not so far out of the way, 
though the startling discovery will not be accepted without 
strong proof to verify it. ']'hose who are best acquainted 
with the moon as seen in the telescope will be slow to be
lieve in the slightest manifestation of life on her chaoticisur
face. 

One more meager item closes the first bulletin from the 
eclipse expeditions. It is that the spectrum of the corona 
was photographed for the first time. We may, therefore, 
hope for increased knowledge of the constitution of the sun's 
magnificent appendage, seen only ill a total eclipse, so grandly 
beautiful as to make the beholder feel like veiling his eyes in 
the celestial presence. The corona, with its silvery light, 
its spreading wings, its circles, arches, and curves stretching 
out into fathomless depths around the darkened sun, is con
sidered as one of the most impressive and awe-inspiring 
sights in which celestial majesty and grandeur are ever em
bodied. Its constituents and office in solar economy are 
problems whose solution is much desired. 

The English eclipse expedition, observing at Soham, with 
Professor Lockver as the chief director, laid out an organ
ized plan of op�rations. Some of their points of observation 
were to note if the abundance and activity of the rosy pro
tuberances gave proof of the present disturbed condition of 
the sun while passing through its maximum period of sun 
spots; to compare and detect the difference in the spectra of 
rosy flames and sun spots; to get an idea of the physics of 
the solar atmosphere-that is, to find what it looks like, to 
study-if the expression may be used-its circulatory system ; 
and to determine its chemical nature, especially if the chemi
cal elements existing in the sun are disRociated or separated 
by the intense temperature existing there. Special attention 
is now directed to solar phy�ics and chemistry, in conse
quence of the bold and ingenious theory of Dr. Siemens on 
the conservation of solar energy. 

Photography was greatly relied upon in the solution of 
these intricate problems, and so much have methods im
proved in the rapidity with which the image can be impressed 
on the sensitized plate that seconds will now record more 
than minutes did twenty years ago. The telescope and the 
spectroscope combined with the photograph in the attack on 
the sun's surroundings during the eclipse. 

on the thin line of totality, and to wait for fuller details 
and photographs tha� will tell more of the good news. 

Professor Lockyer and his assistants spent three months 
in hard work to prepare for seventy-two seconds of observa
tion. They traveled thousands of miles and transported 
thirty cases of instruments to aid them in the work. If their 
time, talent, and labor have succeeded in drawing a single 
secret from the sun, or helped to confirm a single theory, the 
reward is all they ask; they have not labored in vain. FOl 
this heaping up of observation upon observation is the work 
of the present generation of astronomers, the only means of 
wresting knowledge from our sun, our brother planets, and 
the suns that people space. 
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INSATIATE VAMPIRES IN MICHIGAN. 

It is a fortunate circumstance that Mr. Burrows did no 
content himself with denouncing in general terms, in his 
peculiarly forceful style, "the bands of patent right inquisi 
tors which infest the country and plunder the people." He 
was so good as to give examples of their outrages, "samples 
of the persecutions to which farmers are subjected, " thereby 
making it possible for people who use words with some 
regard for their meaning to form an idea of the nature and 
behavior. of those "insatiate vampires" who are "hunting 
down" the farmers of the great West. Otherwise it would 
not be possible to believe that any portion of the American 
people would" frequently submit," as Mr. Burrows says hilt 
constituents do, "to outrageous exactions under the threat 
of judicial inquisition," or to "unjust persecutions," or to 
being" plundered without stint or mercy." 

Mr. Burrows recited twenty-et!bt "well authenticated 
instances of outrages" upon people Of his t'iistrict and State, 
About half of these involved the collection of a royalty of 
$100 for the use of the Birdsell clover huller, "valued at 
$450." The case of Joseph Dean, of Colon, is described as 
one ()f peculiar hardship. Dean bought a clover huller; 

"after using the machine long enough to earn $40, his arm 
was caught in the machinery and he was crippled for life. 
In view of this misfortune the insatiate vampire who came 
to collect the royalty discounted Dean's liability 50 per cent; 
but the poor man was "plundered" of $50 nevertheless. 
This is by far the worst of the" outrages" reported. 

·Mr. J. M. Failling refused to pay the royalty demanded 
for using a huller; was sued for it; "and learned at a cost 
of $417 that the United States District Court of the Eastern 
District of Michigan knew more of the value of the patent 
than he did." Another man, name not given, suffered a 
still greater "olitrage." He too refused to pay the $100 
royalty demanded, and at the end of a suit" found that his 
education in patent law had cost him $500." 

It would seem to be a specially annoying feature of these 
"outrages" that the United States Courts are in substantial 
collusion with the persecutors and sustain their iniquitous 
demands. 

Another remarkable feature of these cases is the curious 
fascination which clover hulling machines seem to have upon 
the minds of Mr. Burrows' constituents. They will use them 
even at the risk of having to pay royalty therefor to the 

"vampires" who own the patents. How can we account 
for such infatuation? Can it be, as has been suggested, be
cause the hullers are profitable things to have? 

There seem to be several varieties of these fascinating 
clover hullers, for several of different makes serve as the 
basis of "well authenticated outrages." In some cases royal
ties as high as $125 have been demanded for their use; and 
those who have resisted the" unjust exaction" have had to 
pay it in the end, with heavy court expenses added. 

Other cases of " outrage" were based on claims of royalty 
for the use of a circular saw guide, a sawmill dog with at
tachments, and other trifles, not exceeding $75 in value. In 
all but one of these the royalty of $50 was paid without liti
gation. Mr. Fred. Spicer carried his case to court and had 
to pay $91.50 with costs. 

It is a notable circumstance that in every one of the cases 
litigated-save one which is still pending-the courts sus· 
tained the patentees, and the innocent victims of judicial in, 
quisition fared worse than those who settled at once with the 
vampires; from which circumstance Mr. Burrows would ap
parently have it understood that Congress only can shield 
the people from the plundering raids of patent right inquisi
tors. T here is no hope of relief from the courts. 

In the course of his speech Mr. Burrows laid special stress 
upon the necessity of freeing from "persecution" the 
purchasers in good faith, not only of clover hullers but of 
patent fence gates, barbed wire fence, drive-wells, "and a 
hundred other articles necessary to the farmers of the great 
West;" but none of these figure in his list of "well authen
ticated outrages." No doubt many farmers would like to 
enjoy the free use of these patented inventions; but the men 
who have devised and developed them are not easily per
suaded that it is wrong for them to expect a portion of tIre 
profit resulting from their use. It is a curious way to encour
age invention to enact that when an invention proves to be 
of great utility-a public" necessity "-the people benefited 
by it can demand and obtain its legal confiscation without 
recompense to the inventor; and that is substantially what 
Mr, Burrows !lnd the rest demand. 
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Sections 4919 or 4921 of the Revised. Statutes of the United I ed by "patent right inquisitors," Mr. Burrows said: "In 
States, for the use of any patented article or device when it some instances the vender and the owner of the patent seem 
shall appear on the trial that the defendant in such action or to be in collusion. For instance, a set of men go through 
proceeding purchased said article for a valuable considera- the country with wagon loads of gates, and dispose of them 
tion in the open market. to the farmers, who pay a full consideration and have no 

Objections were raised. Mr. Hutchins said: "It seems to me knowledge that they are patented, and after they are set up 
that a bill of that kind, nullifying the patent laws of the Uni· and in daily use anotller set of men scour the country and 
ted States, ought not to pass without our understanding it." notify the purchasers of these gates that the hinge or some 

Mr. Vance said: ,; This has received the unanimous con- other portion of it is patented, and tbat they are the owners 
sent of the Committee on Patents, and also the approval of of such patent, and thereupon a demand is made for five, 
the Commissioner of Patents, and it has been petitioned for ten, or twenty dollars damages for infringement, and if pay
extensively by the people. " ment i s  refused suit is threatened in the United States Court. 

Failing to obtain an immediate consideration of the bill, To avoid this they often submit to an outrageous exaction; 
Mr. Caswell asked that it be placed on the House Calendar, and so, under threat of judicial inquisition, our people are 
and the bill, with the accompanying report, be printed . His being plundered without stint or mercy. I hope this me as
request was granted. ure will receive the prompt approval of this House, that the 

Thinking it very strange that the Commissioner of people who purchase patented articles in the open market in 
Patents should, as Mr. Vance alleged, approve of a bill "nul· good faith and for a full consideration, shall not be hunted 
lifying the patent laws of the United States," as Mr. Hutch- down by these insatiate v ampires." 
ins aptly described it, we caused inquiry to be made at the This seems to have carried the day. 
Patent Office, discovering that it was not true that the com- It was temperately suggested thata bill taking from inven
missioner ever approved the bill; that Mr. Vance must have tors the right of property vested in them by the constitution 
"misunderstood " a letter which the commissioner had writ- ought not to be forced through under a suspension of the 
ten in reference to another bill on the same subject, a bill rules and w ithout proper consideration; that the indefinable 
which was never introduced to the House. "open market" would be a f ruitful source of trouble; that 

The matter was brought before the House again, May 15, it would not be wise to deprive the country of the benefits of 
by Mr. Caswell, who asked the immediate passage of the the patent laws to cure an evil that could be reached in a 
substituted bill under a suspension of the rules. Mr. Cas- better way; that, in the words of Mr. Hewitt, the bill was 
well declined to state the reasons for the bill until after the "confiscation, not legislation," and so on; but without 
opposition had exhausted the brief time allowed them for avail. 
remarks. The picture of insatiate vampires going about the country 

Mr. Robinson, of Massachusetts, protested against hasty and plundering people without stint or mercy, to the 
action upon a bill which, under the guise of protecting the extent of five, ten, and fifteen dollars damages, for infringe
innocent purchas3r, protected others who ought not to have ments, was overpowering, and the bill was passed. We 
any protection, but against whom the whole power of the may note here that just before the vote the Commissioner of 
Congress ought to be invoked in aid of the inventor who Patents was again cited as having expressed himself in favor 
may have put the energies of his life and all the means of of the bill. 
himself and family into the invention that he has made. According to the press reports, the disorder which pre
"This bill," he said, .. undertakes to protect those parties vailed in the Honse, while the bill was before it, was so 
who, it is said, have bought inventions in open market for a great that it was difficult to understand any of the speakers. 
valuable consideration. But what remedy is afforded to the It waR not desired that speakers should be heard, the mani
patentee? He is turned back to the person who sold the fest aim being to choke off discussion and to rush the bill 
instrument or machine, and is deprived of redress against through. Elections are coming, and farmers' votes are 
the party using it; and the seller is ordinarily, perh aps coveted. 
wholly, worthless-is an irresponsible person from whom no It would be interesting to know how m any of the 15fi 
damages can be recovered. Thus you relieve from liability members who voted for the bill would have done so had there 
the man who ought to be responsible and who ought to pay been any likelihood of its being favorably considered by the 
the damages." Senate. The opportunity to make temporary political capi-

Mr. Rice, of Massachusetts, called attention to the con- tal without serious risk was too good to be lost. 
fusion and injustice that would result from the operations of The only public damage likely to result from this seeming 
the proposed law. "There are machines, the product of triuml'lh of misrepresentation and the other acts of the dema
which in a single year would be a fortune to any man. gogue is that certain people may be encouraged in expecting 
Under this bill the man buying one of these machines in that Congress can and will, some time or somi/how, exempt 
open market, for a valuable consideration, has the advantage them from the natural consequences of indiscrim'inate 
over everybody else who may use similar machines. He trading with irresponsible venders of property to which the 
cannot..be interfered with, his use of the machine cannot be venders cannot give good title. Congress has no power to 
stopped, he cannot be made to pay damages, while everybody override the Constitution; and any attempt it might make to 
else may be held to liability for unauthorized use of the invade-as this bill proposes to do-the constitutional rights 
invention. Hence the result of this bill would be iujustice of patentees, wonld be promptly thwarted by Executive veto 
and confusion in all the mechanical and industrial branches or by Supreme Court decision. The infringement of patent 
of business. Certainly the gentleman from Wisconsin (Mr. rights cannot be legalized, and in pretending to try to do it 
Caswell) does not wish to tear up, root and branch, the entire vote-seeking politicians merely trifle with and play upon the 
patent law of the country, as he surely would do by the prejudices of their constituents. 
adoption of this bill." ••• I .. 

Mr. Caswell admitted that the bill might impair to some TUBERCLE PARASITE. 
extent the rights of patentees in their patents; but, on the Prof. Tyndall's letter in relation to the discoveries of Dr. 
other hand, it would "give relief to more than one hundred Koch as to a parasitic vegetation which he has found to cause 
persons who have purchased a patented article in entire good consumption, has justly excited public attention. Hitherto 
faith and are innocently using it." That these persons had the medical profession confess to an ignorance of the real 
any just ground for claiming such relief at the cost of paten- intimate nature of consumption. Terminology even shows 
tees,was not asserted; but it was assumed that they must this, besides showing the poverty of language. Literally, 
have it because they noisily demanded it. Said Mr. Cas- "consumption" means to consume. "Phthisis," a synonym, is 
well: "The time will come, unless something is done to derived f rom a Greek word -phthio, "I dry," "I fade." 
protect a man who pnrchases an instrument in open market Tubercle is the diminutive of tuber, meaning a little tuber. 
for his use without notice, when there will be an uprising, A potato is a tuber, but little potatoes are not tubercles, or 
and they will overthrow the patent laws." little" knots" or "kernels." Uonsnmption is not always 

Mr. Springer asked: "What is there in this Lill to prevent attended with tubercles or little knots in the lungs. 
an irresponsible person from selling the most valuable patent Tubercle is regarded as an accidental result of the disease, 
right and giving a good title to it and allowing the purchaser and while tubercle occurs in connection with consumption, 
to use it during the lifetime of the patent without any consumption occurs without tubercle. Lately phthisis has 
remedy on the part of the patentee against the purchaser?" been further divided up into fibrouR, caseous, etc., according 

" I conceive that abuses may arise," said Mr. Caswell; to the lesions produced. There is so much refinement in dis
then he went on to declaim about the hardships of his inno- tinctions that one who had made a specialty of consumption 
cent clients, but showed no disposition to consider the ques· for nearly a half century wrote, not long ago, that if he fo1-
tion whether the real abuses introduced by the bill would lowed modern writers he did not know as he could tell a case 
not exceed the alleged abuses arising from the over-read i- of consumption when he saw it. But taking the disease as 
ness of Wisconsin farmers to buy patented articles from ordinarily found and noted in the bulletins of onr boards of 
unrmthorized and irresponsible venders. health-and this is what Prof. Tyndall refers to in his letter 

Mr. Peelle, who favored the bill, made the grotesque -tuberculous consnmption is characterized generally by 
remark that the bill would "most likely have a tendency to wasting and by local death and breaking down of the lungs 
admonish patentees to be more careful in the disposition they previously invaded with tubercles-the phthisis pulmonalis 
make of"lheir patented articles." of authors. 

A ]q w to prohibit the recovery of stolen cattle, sold "in Prof. Tyndall tells us in nis letter that Dr. Koch has dis-
open market," to " purchasers in good faith," would be covered and cultivated a bacillus or parasitic vegetation 
eq nally pertinent, and woul(1 similarly admonish farmers to which he cultivated to m any generations, by means of whose 
be more careful of their live stock; but it is doubtful inoculation quite a number of small animals have died of 
whether they would be grateful for the admonition. consumption or tubercle thus artificially induced. Now, 

The main champion of the bill was Mr. Burrows, of what is a bacillus? It is not an animalcule cir little animal, 
Michigan, who made a blustering demand that his constitu- or infusoria, but a plant like to or the same as those de
ents should be protected from " the bands of patent right scribed for some years as bacteria, and which were regarded 
inquisitors, which infest the country and plunder our peo- as a supposed genus of oscillatoriacem or confervoid algm, 
pIe." After reciting some" well authenticat,ed instances of which has been noted in natural history as one of the earliest 
outrages" to which the people of his district had been subject- organi�ms appearing in decaying and putrefying animal and 
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vegetable solutions; by some supposed to cause decompo
sition and to form the migrozymes of zymotic diseases. 
,. Bacillus" means a stick, and" bacterinm" about the same. 
There is, however, a difference of opinion among observers, 
some regarding the bacteria, bacilli, etc., as simply the embry
onic forms of vegetation capable of reproduction in this 
stage. Others, as KOCh, regard them as ultimate forms of 
veget"ation. The former would regard the bacilli as simply 
the antomobile protoplasmic seeds of a vinegar yeast, or 
Mycoderma aceti of some writers, which is the tough gela· 
tinous leathery mass floating on the surface of fluids rich in 
sugar when undergoing fermentation at ordinary tempera
t.ures, and conversion into v inegar called the "the mother of 
vinegar, " and which, growing on animal soil, has as one of 
its results the so-called "t u bercle." 

But it has been some time ago reported by some European 
obRervers that cODsumption in animals has been induced by the 
inoculation of toreign substances into' the animal economy, 
by subcutaneous injection under the skin and into the blood, 
the tubercles being produced by the mechanical and chemi
cal effects, blocking up the capillary vessels and tl18 in�er
ference with the nutrition of the part. Now, this embryonic 
form of the vinegar yeast was fonnd in 1858 by Dr. J. H. 
Salisbury, of this city, in the blood, sputa, and excretions of 
persons suffering with consumption. In the blood the plant 
forms masses by itself, grows inside the white 'blood 
corpuscles, causes the fibrin filaments of the blood to be 
larger in size and stronger, the red blood corpuscles to be 
ropy, sticky, adhe�ive, making small clots or "thrombi," 
which become" emboli" or plugs, and block up the capil
laries and blood vessels. The growth of the vinegar yeast in 
its embryonal stage, combined with the mechanical interfer
ence with the nutrition, causes abnormal growths in the sub
stance of organs, called tubercle, and the cODcurrjlnt inflam
matory results in addition to the chemical action � the vine
gar or acetic acid, causes the death and breaking down of the 
organs invaded, the lungs for example. That this is not 
opinion only is shown by the fact that over 246 swine were, 
at his instance, destroyed by feeding on farinaceous food in a 
state of alcoholic and vinegar fermentation, the v inegar yeast 
traced in the blood, found in the excretions, and 104 of the 
dead swine were subjected to P08t nwrtern examinations and 
their lungs found broken down and diseased as in ordinary 
con sump t.ion. 

In carrying out his experiments he took men in companies 
of six, all healthy and with no vegetations in the blood, and 
put them also upon farinaccou8 food containing alcoholic and 
vinegar fermentations. He lived with them himself, and 
kept them under a sort of military discipline, that they 

might eat no other food save coffee with sugar and milk. 
He marched them out on the street for exercise, so that 

they should not sufferf rom inactivity. He made daily chemi
cal and morphological examinations of the blood, �pnta, 
skin, urine, and fmces. First came on diarrhea, followed 
always by the presence of vinegar yeast in the blood and ex
cretions, and afterward, in the course of three months from 
the time of beginning the experiments, the men had consump· 
tion of the lungs as indicated by the physical signs of the 
chest. In this manner he discovered what has been described 
as a new physical sign of the pretuber�n1ar state, and thus 
renders it possible to detect consumption any time within 
one year before the breaking down of the lungs. This has 
more significance when it is remembered ·that medical men 
are well agreed that consumption can be handled if taken 
early enough. It is nearly a quarter of a century since Dr. 
Salisbury has been treating this disease, and the mode of 
treatment has been given to the world. 

In SClENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT, No. 198, is repub
lished the treatment of consumption by Dr. Salisbury, taken 
from the Virginia Medical Monthly, September, 1879. From 
this we quote as follows: 

"The cure is accomplished by getting the system in splen
did condition. It is a disease arising from continued un
healthy alimentation, and must be treated. by removing the 
cause. This cause is fermenting food and the products of 
this fermentation: alcohol ic yeast and alcohol, vinegar yeast 
and acetic acid, carbonic add gas, embolism, and interfer
ence with nutrition. Consumption of the bowels can be pro
duced at any time in the human subject in from 15 to 30 
days, and consumption of the lungs inside of 90 days, b y  
special exclusive and continued feeding upon t h e  diet that 
produces them; that is, food containing starch and sugar in 
alcoholic and acetic acid fermentation." 

Now, these are not opinions, but the relation of facts from 
experience, which have been more or less fuh,brought to 
the notice of medical societies and prominent' men in this 
country by Dr. Ephraim Cutter in corroboratffin. 

Inasmuch as we have given the treatment of consumption 
Oil the Salisbury plan without committing ourselves pro or 
con, so also as historians of the day we have said what we 
have in order that all shall have a fair presentation of their 
facts and opinions based on these facts, but opinions not 
based on practical experience and study are not desired. 
Prof. Tyndall's letter has givlln this opportunity of alluding 
to this nfilwly opened tield, which so sadly needs cultivating. 
Certainly we think the evidence submitted shows that Dr. 
Salisbury has come nearer to the real intimate nature of con
sumption than Dr. Koch or any one we know of. There is 
a simplicity, directness, breadth, and positiveness rarely 
seen in the treatment of a medical subject. Indeed, it is 
doubtful if there are any such conclusive and extensive expe
riments, as to time and number, approaching consumption 
from so many points at onee. 
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